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Abstract Authenticated session key establishment is a 
central issue in network security. This paper addresses a 
question on whether we can design a compact, efficient and 
authenticated key establishment protocol that  has the fol- 
lowing two properties: (1) each message exchanged between 
two participants can be transferred in a short packet such 
as an ATM cell whose payload has only 384 bits, and (2) 
messages that carry key materials are unforgeable and non- 
repudiat,able without the involvement of a trusted key distri- 
bution center. We discuss why the answer to this question 
is negative if one follows the currently standard approach t,o 
key establishment, namely employing secret/public key en- 
cryption and, possibly, digital signature. We then present 
a number of protocols that  represent a positive answer to  
the question. Our protocols are all based on a recently in- 
troduced cryptographic primitive called “signcryption” that 
fulfills both the functions of digital signature and public key 
encryption with a cost far smaller than that required by “dig- 
ital signature followed by encryption”. 
Key Words: ATM Networks, Cryptography, Key Estab- 
lishment, Multicast, Network Security, Signcryption 

1 Introduction 
A key establishment protocol is a sequence of specified steps 
between two or more participants whereby the participants 
can agree on a shared secret value. The shared secret value is 
called a session key, due to the fact that  it is usually used for 
a single communication session and hence lives for only a rel- 
atively short period of time. A major motivation behind ses- 
sion key establishment is t o  cryptographically eliminate cor- 
relations across different communication connections, which 
would minimize security exposure when a particular session 
key is compromised. Cryptographic independence of commu- 
nication sessions would also significantly reduce the risk of 
replay attacks by an active attacker who has recorded past 
communication sessions and tries t o  compromise a current 
communication session by inserting into it,  or replacing (part 
of) it with, (part of) past sessions. The attack may have oir 
have not compromised the contents of past comrnunicatiori 
sessions. 

A key establishment protocol falls into one of two types. 
Protocols in the first type rely on shared static keys and use 

secret key (or symmetric) cryptosystems t,o ensure the con- 
fidentiality of message contents. Although such protocols 
are generally very efficient,, pot,ential problems with t,liem in- 
clude those associated wit,h the generatmion and management, 
of static keys. In contrast,, protocols in the second type em- 
ploy public key (or asymmetric) cryptographic techniques. 
These protocols do not have the problems with static keys, 
but are not as efficient as those based on secret key cryp- 
tosystems. 

We are particularly interest,ed in key establishment nieth- 
ods that (1) are efficient, i.e., of a low computational cost, 
(2) are compact so that  a message can be fitted int80 a small 
data packet such as a single ATM cell which is composed of 
a 5-byte header and a 48-byte payload field, and (3) offer 
message unforgeability and non-repudiation, without the in- 
volvement of a trusted key distribution center. To the best 
knowledge of these authors, none of the public key based 
protocols in the literature satisfies all t,he three conditions. 
A major contribution of this paper is represent#ed by a set of 
concrete key est,ablishment protocols that all fulfill the three 
requirements. We also show how t80 extend the protocols 
to multicast conference key establishment in which a partici- 
pant wishes to agree on a common secret key with a multiple 
number of recipients. We envisage that all these protocols 
will find applications not only in high speed network layer se- 
curity solutions, but also in less demanding application layer 
solutions. The full version of this paper is located at 

http://www-pscit.fcit.monash.edu.au/-yuliang/ 

2 Various Dimensions 
There has been an extremely large body of research in the 
area of key establishment since the publication of the land- 
mark paper by Diffie and Hellman [l], which has resulted in 
a situation where one may find numerous protocols in the 
literature, each of which may have different properties. A 
primary reason behind the emergence of such a large num- 
ber of key establishment protocols can perhaps be attributed 
to the many different dimensions of key establishment. 

Security - A session key established by an execution of 
a protocol should be known only to the two participants in- 
volved, and also to a KDC or key distribution center if the 
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protocol involves the KDC. Security of the session key should 
not be compromised under all the possible attacks that  might 
be encountered in a part,icular environment where the pro- 
tocol will be employed. Typical attacks include (1) inferring 
a session key via (passive) eavesdropping, (2)  replaying past 
messages, ( 3 )  interleaving messages from one protocol execu- 
tion with another, (4) deducing a session key with a known 
past session key. 

Authentication - Entity authentication is a process by 
which a participant is convinced of the identity of another 
part,icipant. Entity authenticat,ion can be unilateral (one- 
way) or mutual (two-way). In a mutual authentication pro- 
tocol, both participants wish to be convinced that  the other 
participant is indeed who he/she claims to  be. 

A concept that is closely related t o  and often confused 
with entity authentication is identijication. While the aim 
of identification is similar to  entity authentication, namely 
for one participant, say Alice, to  convince another partici- 
pant, say Bob, of her identity, identification satisfies a more 
stringent requirement: no participant other than Alice can 
prove that he or she is Alice, even to  him or herself. The 
difference between entity authentication and identification is 
made clear by examining a protocol based on a shared static 
key between Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob can mutually 
authenticate each other using the static key in three moves 
or flows [2]. However, such a protocol is not an identification 
protocol, since whatever produced by Alice using the shared 
key can also be created by Bob, and vice versa. 

Unforgeability and Non-repudiation - In some ap- 
plications, a participant may require that  his or her messages 
cannot be forged by other participants. Symmetrically, the 
recipient of a message, especially of one that  contains key 
materials, may require that the sender of the message can- 
not repudiate at a later stage the fact that  he or she is the 
originator of the message. We envisage that in electronic 
commerce, non-repudiation and unforgeability of key mate- 
rials and actual communication sessions that  employ a key 
derived from the key materials may be of particular impor- 
tance. 

Transport V.S. Exchange - We distinguish between 
two types of key establishment protocols: k e y  (mhterial) 
exchange protocols and k e y  (material) transport protocols. 
Note that key exchange protocols are also called key agree- 
m e n t  protocols by some researchers. With a key exchange 
protocol, a shared session key is derived from joint key ma- 
terials from both participants. Such a protocol requires both 
participants involved to  exchange key materials. In contrast, 
with a key transport protocol, key materials from which a 
session key is derived are created by one participant and 
transferred t o  the other. A key exchange protocol may be 
preferred to  a key transport protocol in certain applications 
where a session key is required to  be “fair”, in that  it is de- 
pendent on both participants’ key mat,erials. However, one 
should distinguish between key material exchange and shared 
generation of random numbers as achieved in threshold cryp- 
tography [ 3 ] .  In particular, with a key exchange protocol a 
participant who is in a position to  see, prior to  producing 

his key materials, t,hose from the other participant may con- 
trol the resultant session key by carefully choosing his key 
materials. In this sense, a key (material) exchange protocol 
is essentially the same as a key (material) transport proto- 
col. In general, truly “fair” session key generation cannot be 
achieved without the involvement of computationally expen- 
sive bit/sequence commitment, and hence in these authors’ 
view it should not be set as a goal of key establishment. 

Secret V.S. Public Key Cryptosystems - Prior to  
the execution of a key establishment protocol, two partici- 
pants may or may not have shared static keys in their hands. 
In the case of having a shared static key, the most efficient 
way for them to establish a fresh session key is to  use a key 
establishment protocol built on a secret key (or symmetric) 
cryptosystem. 

On the other hand, if the two participants do not have a 
shared static key, they may have to  use a public key cryp- 
tosystem which is not, as efficient as a secret key cryptosys- 
tem, unless they can ask for help from a key distribution 
center with whom both participants have a separately shared 
static key. 

Efficiency - Each application may have its own set of 
requirements on the efficiency of a key establishment proto- 
col. For example, secure mobile communications generally 
require a “light-weight” protocol, as a mobile device is usu- 
ally computationally less powerful than a wired one. As a 
second example, a network layer security application has far 
more stringent requirements on the efficiency of key estab- 
lishment than does an upper layer application. 

Factors that  contribute t o  the efficiency of a key estab- 
lishment protocol include (1) the number of moves (or flows, 
passes) of messages between two participants, (2) the length 
of messages communicated between the participants (mea- 
sured in bits), ( 3 )  the computational cost invested by both 
participants, (4) the size of secure storage, (5) the degree of 
pre-computation (which is especially important if the pro- 
tocol is intended to  be used with computationally weak de- 
vices), and so on. One of the challenges that face a protocol 
designer is to  arrive at a key establishment protocol that  
would not only minimize the first four factors but also m a x -  
mize the fifth factor, while maintaining the goals the protocol 
should achieve. 

3 Goals and Motivation 

The main goals of this research are t o  design authenticated 
key establishment protocols that  (1) do not rely on a trust 
key distribution center or KDC, (2) have a low computational 
cost, ( 3 )  are compact so that the length of each message 
exchanged is as short as possible, and (4) offer unforgeability 
and non-repudiation. 

A practical application that  has motivated this research 
is key establishment at the network layer over an ATM net- 
work. As mentioned earlier, only 48 out of the 5 3  bytes in an 
ATM cell can be used for transmitting data,  as the remaining 
5 bytes are reserved for carrying control information. Trans- 
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mitting a data item of more 384 bits over an ATM netswork 
would require two or more ATM cells. While ATM networks 
are significantrly faster than most networks widely used to- 
day, transmitting a data item across two or more cells would 
result in a delay that may not be tolerable in certain high 
speed applications, primarily due to  the necessity of data 
packetization, buffering, and re-assembling. Therefore, ide- 
ally one would like to  transmit encrypted key materials in a 
single ATM cell without the need of splitting data. 

In many key transport protocols that  rely on secret key 
cryptosystems, such as those proposed in [4, 51, messages 
communicated between Alice and Bob are all compact and 
can be easily fitted into single ATM cells. Some of these pro- 
tocols do not offer unforgeability or non-repudiation, while 
the others do so only with the help of a KDC. In ot8her words, 
these protocols are not, suitable for an application where un- 
forgeability and non-repudiation are to be satisfied witshout 
relying on a KDC. 

Key establishrnent using public key cryptsosystems does 
not rely on a KDC in achieving unforgeability and non- 
repudiation. With all currently known public key based key 
establishment protocols, however, a single payload field of 
48 bytes, or of 384 bits, cannot be used to carry unforgeable 
key materials. To see why this is the case, we take t8he RSA 
cryptosyst,em as an example. In order to maintain a mini- 
mal level of security, it  is widely believed that the size of an 
RSA composite should be of at least 512 bits. Thus merely 
encrypting key materials will result in an expanded outcome 
that has as many bits as in the RSA composite. (See [6] 
for a discussion on various data formats for key transport 
using RSA.) If, in addition, digital signature is involved to 
achieve unforgeability, the outcome will be even longer. A 
similar problem occurs with public key cryptographic tech- 
niques based on the ElGamal encryption scheme that relies 
on the discrete logarithm over finite fields. 

The ElGamal encryption scheme built on an elliptic curve 
over a finite field, say GF(216'), deserves special attention. 
With this scheme, a point on the elliptic curve can be com- 
pressed so that it occupies only 160 + 1 = 161 bits. Thus a 
single ATM cell may be used to transmit un-authenticated 
key materials of up to  about 384 - 161 = 223 bits. However, 
a field of 223 bits is too small t o  carry a key and a time- 
varying quantity t,ogether with a signature. In other words, 
elliptic curve based public key cryptography does not pro- 
vide a solution to  the problem of compact and unforgeable 
key establishment. 

In the following sections, we show how a recently proposed 
cryptographic primit,ive called signcryption can be used to  
achieve the seemingly impossible goal, namely, t o  transmit 
secure and unforgeable key materials in a single ATM cell. 

4 Signcryption 

A signcryption scheme is a cryptsographic method that fulfills 
both the functions of secure encryption and digital signature, 
but with a# cost smaller than  that required by signa#ture-then- 

encryption. 
An example implementation of signcryption based on the 

infeasibility of computing discrete logarithm over a large 
finite field is described below. The example signcrypt,ion 
scheme is called SCSl and it uses a shortened version of 
the Digital Signature Standard 171. The reader is directed 
to [8, 91 for ot,her example implementat,ions of signcryption. 

Let p be a large prime, q a large prime factor of p - 1, and 
g an integer with order q modulo p chosen randomly from 
[ l , .  . . , p  - 11. In addition, we will use E and D to denote 
the encryption and decryption algorithms of a private key 
cipher, hash a one-way hash function, and K H k ( m )  a keyed 
hash function/algorithm K H  under a key k .  

Assume that Alice also has chosen a private key 2, from 
[ l , .  . . , q  - 11, and made public her matching public key 
yo = gza mod p .  Similarly, Bob's private key is Xb and his 
matching public key is yb = g x b  mod p .  

The example implementsation is described in Table 1. 
Advatages of the signcryption scheme over signature-then- 
encrypt,ion based on RSA are outlined in Table 2. 

5 Basic Ideas 

Having introduced an example implementation of signcryp- 
tion in the previous section, now we show how such an im- 
plementation allows transportation of key materials in an 
efficient and compact way. Messages exchanged are so com- 
pact that  they can all be carried by a single block whose size 
is  smaller than  Ipl. We present t,wo possible data format,s for 
Alice to transport key materials t o  Bob, one carrying directly 
while the other indirectly key materials. 

Direct Transport of Key Materials - The following 
data format follows from a suggestion made in [8, 91. We 
consider a possible combination of parameters: Ipl 2 512, 
IqI = 160, and IKH.( . ) I  = 80. For such a choice of pa- 
rameters, we can transport highly secure and unforgeable 
key materials of up to 144 bits, in a single ATM cell (48 
byte payload + 5 byte header). The actual data from Al- 
ice to Bob consist of c, T and s, where c = E k l ( k e y , T Q ) ,  
r = K H k ,  ( k e y ,  TQ, o t h e r )  and s = z / ( r  + xu) mod q ,  where 
the k e y  part, contained in ( k e y , T Q )  may be used directly as 
a random session key, TQ may contain a time-varying quan- 
tity such as a nonce or a time-stamp or both, and other  may 
be composed of the participants' identifiers, public key cer- 
tificates and other supplementary information. It is prefer- 
able for E to act as a length-preserving encryption function 
so that ( k e y , T Q )  and c = E k l ( k e y , T Q )  are of the same 
length. 

Note that if key  has 64 bits in length, and that TQ requires 
32 bits, then c = Ek, ( k e y ,  TQ)  is of 96 bits, and (c, T ,  s) can 
be fitted even in a payload that has only 96 + 80 + 160 = 336 
effective bits for data transport. Furthermore, if the quantity 
TQ is already known to  Bob the recipient, then it may be 
dropped from c = Ek.(key,TQ) to save more positions for 
transferring key materials. 

Indirect Transport of Key Materials - In certain 
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Signcryption of m 
by Alice the Sender 

(k,, k 2 )  = hash(y," mod p )  
c = Ekl (m)  $ c, r,s 3 
r = KHt,(m) 
s = z / ( r  + z,)mod q 

z ER 11, ..., q -  11 

Unsigncryption of ( c ,  T , S )  

by Bob the Recipient 

(kl,k2) = hash((ya .gr)s 'zbmodp) 
m = Dk,(c)  
Accept m only if KHk,  (m)  = r 

applicat,ions, part of a ATM cell payload may be used for 
other purposes, which leaves no room to  accommodate both 
a random session key and a time-varying quantity. With 
such a payload structure, we can transport (part of) key 
materials indirectly. In particular, we may define (c ,  T ,  s) as 
c = Ek, (TQ) ,  T = KHk,(TQ.other), and s = z/(r+z,)mod 
q. The actual session key may be derived from ( k l ,  k2)  and 
other materials, through, for instance, the application of a 
keyed hash function. 

Now assunie that TQ has 32 bits. Then we can accom- 
modate (c,  T ,  s) using only 32 + 80 + 160 = 272 bits. In the 
case where TQ is already known to Bob, the creation and 
transmission of the c part can be skipped. 

Finally we note that a long TQ,  say of 56 bits, may need 
not be encrypted. However, encryption is mandatory for a 
short TQ,  say of 5 40 bits, in order to reduce the risk of 
replay attacks. 

security parameters advantage in 
IpI(= In,/ = l n b l )  IqI 1KH (.)I average comp. cost 

512 144 72 0% 
1024 160 80 32.3% 
2048 192 96 59.4% 
4096 256 128 72.9% 
8192 320 160 83.1% 

6 Proposals 

advantage in 
comm. overhead 

78.9% 
88.3% 
93.0% 
95.0% 
97.0% 

Now we are ready to describe in full details how to establish 
fresh random session keys between two part,icipants Alice and 
Bob, in such a way that all messages exchanged between the 
two participants are short and computational costs involved 
are minimized. 

6.1 Assumptions 
In the following discussions, we assume that system paranie- 
ters that  are common to  all participants, and the public and 
privat,e keys of both Alice and Bob have all been properly 
set, up. In addition, there is a trusted certification author- 
ity (CA) that has already issued a public key certificate t o  
each participant. A participant's public key certificate may 

comply with X.500 certificate format that  contains such in- 
formation as certificate serial number, validity period, the 
ID of the participant, the public key of the participant, the 
ID of the CA, the public key of the CA, etc. It would be 
pointed out t,hat the digital signature scheme used by the 
CA in creating public key certificates does not have to be 
one based on ElGamal signature scheme. 

Furthermore, we assume that prior to an execution of a 
key establishment protocol, both participants have already 
obtained the other participant's public key and its associated 
certificate issued by the CA, and have checked and are sat- 
isfied with the validity of the certificates. The participants 
may have done so either because they both keep a list of fre- 
quently used certificates, or they have obtained and verified 
the certificates for previous communication sessions. 

In describing a key establishment protocol, key EB {O,l}'& 
indicates that  key is an lk-bit number chosen uniformly at 
random. Similarly NCb ER (0, is a nonce chosen by 
Bob. And T S  is a current time-stamp. Typically & 2 64, 
l ,  2 40, and the number of bits in T S  may be decided by 
the accuracy of clock synchronization, as well as by the life 
span of a message containing the time-stamp. Finally a 64- 
bit authent(ication tag would be long enough for the purpose 
of key confirmation in most practical applications. 

We consider key establishment both through key material 
transport and exchange. 

6.2 Key Transport Protocols 
A key transport protocol may use either a nonce or a time- 
stamp in guaranteeing freshness. The protocol may also 
transport key materials either directly or indirectly. So there 
are in total four possible combinations. Table 3 describes two 
direct key transport protocols, while Table 3 the correspond- 
ing two indirect key transport protocols. 
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The etc part may contain data known to  both Alice and 
Bob. Such data may include the participants’ names, public 
keys, public key certificates, protocol serial number, and so 
on. It may also contain system control information. Note 
that one of the purposes of sending tag is for key confirma- 
tion, namely for a participant (Bob) to  show the other (Alice) 
t,hat he does know the new session key. For a less crit#ical ap- 
plication, the time-stamp TS may be trai~smitt~ed to Bob in 
clear to further improve the computat,ional efficiency of the 

As can be seen in the tables, protocols that  rely on a nonce 
require one more message than protocols ifhats rely on a time- 
stamp. 

protocols. 

6.3 Key Exchange 
In the key transport protocols described above, messages 
from Bob are not involved the creation of a session key. 
If one wishes that the session key is generated jointly by 
Alice and Bob, there are a few different ways that can 
be used to accomplish this. Here are some examples: (1) 
key* = KHkey(NCb),  (2) key* = Kh‘k,y(IDb), and ( 3 )  
key* = KHk,,(NCb,IDb), where NCb is a nonce generated 
by Bob, IDb is Bob’s identifier, and key* denotes a session 
key that is jointly determined by iiifon”ion from both Alice 
and Bob. 

Two common properties shared by the four prot,ocols are: 
(1) Alice identifies herself to Bob (her message t80 Bob is fresh 
and unforgeable even by Bob), (2) Bob authenticates himself 
to Alice if the last response message tag is sent ( tag  is fresh 
and unforgeable by any tthird part,y). The protocols can be 
modified to  achieve mutual identification: Alice sends t,o Bob 
fresh and unforgeable key materials and vice versa. 

For two-way communications, Alice and Bob may need to 
agree upon a pair of random session keys key1 and keyz. 
A simple technique is t o  employ a pseudo-random number 
generator or a good hashing function to “extend” key into 
(key1, keyz). 

7 Analysis and Comparison 
As our key establishment protocols described in Tables 3 
and 4 are essentially message transport ,schemes using sign- 
cryption, security of key materials are guarant,eed by the 
security of the signcryption scheme against chosen message 
attacks [8, 91. After the successful establishment of a session 
key, Alice convinces Bob of her identify (the message from 
Alice is fresh and unforgeable even by Bob). In cont#rast, 
Bob can aut,henticate himself to Alice by sending a response 
message tag which is fresh and unforgea’ble by a third party 
(but can be generated by Alice). The four prot,ocols can be 
modified to achieve mutual identification, at tshe expense of 
more computation and message exchanges. Details will be 
provided in the full version of the paper.. 

Freshness of a session key is assured through the use of a 
nonce or a time-st,amp. When tug is sent, bot,h Alice and Bob 
are assured that the other participant does know the fresh 

random session key. The protocols do not rely on a KDC. 
In addition, key makerials transport,ed from Alice to Bob 
are unforgeable, even by Bob the recipient. The materials 
are also noa-repudiatable by Alice. In an event when Alice 
denies the fact that, she was the person who created certain 
key mat(erials, Bob can ask for help from a third party called 
a judge. Bob and the judge may follow a zero-knowledge 
protocol in setttling the dispute [S,  91. Similar discussions on 
non-repudiat,ion are applicable to Bob for a modified protocol 
with mutual identification. 

Every message in the key transport protocols proposed in 
this paper is compact and can be carried by a single ATM 
cell. In terms of comput#ational cost, it  takes one modular 
exponentiation on Alice’s side, and two modular exponentia- 
tions on Bob’s side which can be reduced to 1.17 exponentia- 
tions (on average) when Shaniir’s method for fast, evaluat,ion 
of the product, of several exponentials with the same modulo 
(see [lo]). As for pre-comput,at,ion, the exponentiation by 
Alice, y$ mod p ,  can be done prior t,o the start of an execu- 
tion of a protocol, only if Alice knows beforehand that she is 
going to communicat,e with Bob at a laler time. 

Among the key transport prot(oco1s based on public key 
cryptosystems, the one that is most relevant to our proto- 
cols is an efficient proposal by Beller and Yacobi [ll]. It is 
assumed that public key certificates have already been trans- 
ferred prior to an execution of the protocol. In Beller-Yacobi 
protocol, Alice the sender is assumed to be computation- 
ally less powerful than Bob the receiver. Alice uses ElGamal 
signature scheme to sign a message, and cubic RSA to  en- 
crypt the message before delivering it to Bob. Bob holds the 
mat,ching cubic RSA decryption key and hence can extract 
t,he message. The number of modular exponentiat,ions done 
by Alice is one (for signature generat,ion), and by Bob is four 
(one for decrypting cubic RSA and three for verifying Alice’s 
digital signature). Shamir’s technique for fast, evaluation of 
the product of several exponentials with the same modulo 
can also be used to reduce two of the exponentiations on 
Bob’s side to 1.17. It is important to note that since the 
decryption operation for the cubic RSA on Bob’s side in- 
volves an exponentiation with a full size exponent, it  can be 
very time-consuming, especially when the RSA composite is 
large. An advantage of Beller-Yacobi protocol over the key 
transport protocols proposed in this paper is that  the modu- 
lar exponentriation on Alice’s side can be fully pre-computed. 
Table 5 summarizes the comparison between our protocols 
and Beller-Yacobi prot,ocol. 

Next we consider a proposed standard related to  security 
in ATM. The current version of Phase I ATM Security Spec- 
ification [ 121 contains two key material. exchange protocols. 
One involves three and the other two moves or flows of mes- 
sages (see Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 of [I%]). These two proto- 
cols have been largely based on X.509 (131. Examining the 
Specification, we can see that both protocols follow the tra- 
dit,ional signature-then-encryption approach, when they are 
implemented in public key cryptography. As is expected, 
our protocols based on signcryption ase significantly more 
efficient than the two proposals in the Specification, both in 
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terms of computational cost and message overhead. A de- 
tailed comparison will be included in the full version of this 
paper. 

8 Multicast Conference Key Estab- 
lis hment 

The two protocols for direct transport of key materials de- 
scribed in Section 6.2 can be extended to conference key 
establishnieiit where Alice wishes to est(ab1ish a common ses- 
sion key with t recipients R1, Ra, . . ., R,. Such a protocol 
is very useful in multicast communications. A major dif- 
ference between a single recipient protocol and a multiple 
recipient one, both based on signcryption, lies in the length 
of messages. As shown in previous sect,ions, messages in a 
key establishment protocol for a single recipient are all com- 
pact and can be acconiiiiodated in small data packets such 
as ATM cells. Wit,h a protocol for multiple recipients, some 
messages may be too long to fit in a single ATM cell. There- 
fore one of our design goals will be use as a small number of 
cells as possible in transporting key materials. 

We assume that, each recipient R, has a unique identifier 
ID,, and that the private key of R, is x, E R  [l.. . . , q  - 11, 
and his matching public key is yz  = g”*modp .  A multi- 
cast conference key transport protocol using nonces is shown 
in Table 6. The iionces can be replaced with time-stamps, 
which results in a two-move protocol. A detailed comparison, 
together with strategies for further improving the efficiency 
of a multicast conference key transport protocol through ran- 
domization, will be included in the full version of this paper. 

9 Conclusion 
We have presented a number of compact and authenticated 
key establishment protocols. These are the first protocols 
based on public key cryptography whose messages can all be 
carried in very small data packets such as single ATM cells. 
Our protocols have all been built on the signcryption primi- 
tive which fulfills both the functions of signature and encryp- 
tion in an efficient way. A detailed analysis and comparison 
has shown that the overall computational cost of these pro- 
tocols is significantly smaller than all other currently known 
protocols that  are based on public key cryptography. 
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- Direct Key Transport Using a Nonce (Protocol DKTUN) 
Alice 

key E R  {0,1}'k 

(k1,kz) = hash(y,"niodp) 
c = Ekl (key) 
T = KHk,(key,NCa,etc) 
s = Z / ( T  + z,)mod q 

2 E R [ 1 ,  . . . , q -  11 

verify tag 

Direct Key Transpoi 
Alice 

key E R  (0, I}" 
2 E R  [I, . . . , q -  11 
(k1,kz) = hash(ytmodp) 
Get a current, time-stamp TS 
c = E k l  (key, TS) 
T = KHk, (key, TS, etc) 
s = Z / ( T  + z,)mod q 

verify ta-g 

(ki,kz) 1 ha.sh((y, .gT)"."bmodp) 

Accept key only if 
key = Dkl (c) * C , T , S  * 

-+ ta,g + 
(optional) tag = MAGI;,, (NCb) 

- - 
Using a Time-Stamp (Protocol DKTUTS) 

3 c, T , S  3 

e tag e 
(optional) 

Bob 

( k 1 , k z )  = hash((y, .gr)s'"bmodp) 
(key, TS) = D k l  (c) 
Accept key only if 

TS is fresh and 
KHk,(key,TS) = T 

tag = MACk,,(TS) 

Table 3: Direct Key Material Transport with Signcryption 

- 
Transport Using a Nonce (Protocol IKTUN) 

- Bob 
I + NCb + I NCb E R  {o.ll'" 

(k1,kZ) = hash((y,  .gr)s 'z*modp) 

Accept key only if 

2 E R  [I, . . . . q -  11 
(kl,kz) = hash(ytm0dp) 
key = kl 
T = KHkz (key, NCb. etc) 
s = Z / ( T  + z,)mod q 

KHk, (key, NCb, etc) = T 

verify tag 
(optional) I - - 

Indirect Key Transport Using a Time-Stamp (Protocol IKTUTS) 
I Bob 

( k 1 , k Z )  = ha.sh((y, *gr )Szbmodp)  
TS = Dk, (c) 

2 E R  11, . . . . q -  11 
( k 1 , k Z )  = hash(ycmodp) 
Get, a current time-stamp TS 
c = Ekl (TS) 
T = KHk, (TS, etc) 

j c . T . ~  Accept ( k 1 , k z )  only if 
TS is fresh and 
KHk, (TS, etc) = T 

- + tag e key = KHkl,lez (TS) 
(optional) tag = MACk, , (TS.  1) - 

Table 4: Indirect Key Material Transport with Signcryption 
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Comp. Cost Protocols # of exp. 

Beller-Yacobi 1 + 2.25* 

1 + 1.17 

IKTUN 1 + 1.17 

IKTUTS 1 + 1.17 

DKTUN & 
DKTUTS 

Table 5 :  Comparison with Beller-Yacobi Protocol 

Pre-Comp. Longest Message 
by Alice (typical example) 

2 )ngl bits 
Yes (2 512 bits) 

5 384 bits 
(< 384 bits) Yes+ 

< 384 bits 
(240 bits) Yes+ 

< 384 bits 
(280 bits) Yes+ 

Alice verifies all ta.gl. . . .. t a g + :  
Each R, verifies ta.g, for each j 
with j # i and 1 5 j _< t .  

(optional) 
\ -  

Each R,, i = 1 , .  . . , t :  
NC,  E R  {0,1}'" 

I 
Each R,: 
Find out ( e ,  e , ,  r, . sr ) 
(kz 1 , k "  2 )  

= h a s h ( ( y ,  . g r ' ) S L  "&mod p )  
h- = Dk, ( c , )  
( k e y ,  h )  = D k ( c )  
Accept key only if 

K H k ( k e y ,  N C ,  etc) = h and 
K H k ,  (h ,  etc,) = 7, 

I 

Table 6: Key Establishment for Multicast,iiig (Basic Prot,ocol) 
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